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Freedom and Justice Delayed but not Denied
AHLP Books, an imprint of Africana Homestead Legacy Publishers, introduces to the literary world The System
Versus the Law, Saturday, April 18 and Sunday, April 19, 2009

(Cherry Hill, NJ) (April 2, 2009) – After serving nine years of a 20-year sentence for a crime he did
not commit, Kenneth Brown, through determination and persistence, proved to his community and the
world that the system which is subject to the law can be reversed. The System Versus the L aw is a
riveting tale of one man's fight to not only regain his freedom but find his identity in the process.
Having grown up in the projects, falling prey to drug addition, war, and one failed relationship after
another, Brown takes us on a life journey that ultimately leads to physical freedom from legal injustice,
spiritual self-awareness, and emotional completeness. On Saturday, April 18 and Sunday, April 19.
Brown will appear in person during the Free Library Festival at Parkway Central Library in
Philadelphia, Pa. The System Versus the Law is Brown's memoir based on a journal that he kept and a
series of his published articles that offers insight into the lessons of life and the fulfillment of knowing
one's creator and oneself.
Kenneth Brown is the divorced father of three grown daughters. Born in New York City, he now lives
in a suburb of Atlanta, Ga. When he was a Christian, he became aware of and interested in where his
“institutional” faith had gone awry. This awareness and interest led- him to the conclusion that
Christianity had been hijacked. As a result, he became a student of Yoga. He has been deeply
influenced by people such as, Carl Brown, Thurgood Marshall, Malcolm X, Bill Cosby, Bill Clinton,
and Gurumayi Chidillasananda. Brown's articles include “Black History,” “Fathers,” “Message to My
People,” “Religion,” “My Vietnam ,”“Emotional Awareness,” and “Corrected Vision.” The System
Versus the Law is his first book.
Don’t miss this opportunity to meet Kenneth Brown in person and experience his memorable insight
into the unseemly canvas of lawyers, judges, and appeals as well as the lacerated prison climate itself.
Hear his firsthand account of how he managed with grace, dignity, and intelligence to hold onto his
innocence. His book signings will be at the Free Library Festival in the Africana Homestead Legacy
Publishers' exhibit booth #10 on both Saturday, April 18 from 12-1 p.m. and 4-5 p.m. and Sunday, April
19 from 12-1 p.m. and 2-4 p.m.
The System Versus the Law by Kenneth Brown ISBN 978-0-9818939-1, AHLP Books, an imprint of
Africana Homestead Legacy Publishers, $20.00.
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